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Abstract

“What Leads and Drags the World are not Machines, but Ideas.”
Traditionally, over the last centuries since Industrial Revolution, Organizations have invested a
lot in Machines and Material and made fortunes. The same is no longer Good Enough. Now, is
the time to tap the third dimension – the Human Potential. Now, is the time for an Idea - the Idea
Revolution.
This Paper aims at describing how Indus Towers, a young Company in Telecom Passive
Infrastructure Space, in its nascent stages realized the power of Ideas and unleashed the hidden
potential of its Manpower – at all levels – from the grassroot Engineers working at the field, to
the Managers at the Corporate Office. Also, the paper attempts to guide companies across
Industries, to follow an approach towards Ideation and involving all the Employees towards it,
leading to tangible impact towards the Bottomline.
Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy has always been a proponent of Total Employee
Involvement (TEI), i.e. Quality can’t be achieved till everyone is together, everyone is aligned to
the same larger objective – the goal of “challenging the status quo and improving it”. These two
concepts of TEI and Improvement, were beautifully amalgamated at Indus, through a path
breaking milestone – Indus Idea Incubator (III) – a platform to manage Life Cycle of Ideas till
actualization.
Having an Idea is half the battle won. The remaining half is implementation of the same. Thus,
Indus did not stop with Ideas, but it created a framework to convert these Ideas, into on-ground
Improvement Projects, to get the impact delivered. A framework was created to have customized
engagement of employees at different levels of hierarchy to drive improvements, with
customized approach, with PDCA at its core. The Paper touches the story of a start-up, with the
dreams of touching the Sky, with the synergy of 2000 + lives, with a belief that everything can be
improved and PDCA Wheel can be rotated in every Function, every Role, every Delivery with
every Customer.
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